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Do you have any interest in surviving the apocalypse? Well, buckle up brother, you are about to

embark on a tactical, survival, prepper journey into every SHTF scenario imaginable. We're talking

volcanoes, hurricanes, tyrannical governments and complete grid-down, Red Dawn survivalist

fantasies. Written by the hosts of The Casual Preppers Podcast, this book takes you through,

among other things, the basics of bug out bags, bug out locations, every day carry and first aid kits

with, humor and Ã¢â‚¬Å“we promise not to bore you to sleepÃ¢â‚¬Â• advice. So sit back, shut up

and enjoy the ride. Welcome to The Casual Preppers Beginners Guide to the Apocalypse.
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Just finished the beginners guide to the apocalypse. If you're familiar with the podcast, here is a list

of things you would not expect in a book from Coby and Cam: Commas, Periods, Capitalization and

109 pages, 1.5 spacing, without pictures.Things you typically would expect from Coby and Cam:

Hillbilly voices, 80s and 90s movie references, mild paranoia regarding the government with a

smattering of blue blooded patriotism, and the general hope that zombies are real. I have a mild

desire at some point to begin the thought of possibly planning the planning stage of prepping, minus



the stockpiling of arms or legs in the back of my Prius. This book satisfied those casual desires, and

a few other deeply repressed ones. I especially enjoyed the first aide section where it goes over

snitches and stiches. I then remembered that I faint at the sight of blood, and I faint at any

combination of the letters B, L, O, O, and D in any combination on the written

paaaaaag........................................................................... At which point, I never finished the book.

Thankfully, the first aid section was close to the end of the book, so I feel like I got my money's

worth.If you can read, you should probably read... Of all the prepping books I've read, this is the

"street car named desire" of prepper books, and probably not the only prepper book you'll ever

need.RU-----FI-----O my stiches!!!!

This is one of the best preparedness books that I have read and I have read a lot. It's well written,

informative and hilarious. It's a book to keep on your device. It's a book to take notes from. It

convinced me that subscribing to the podcast would be worthwhile (and it is). Everyone needs to

read this book

I am loving this book. I listen to the podcast and wondered if the book would be as entertaining or

worse just a repeating of the information on there. It is just as entertaining as the podcast. I am

laughing out loud often. Those one liners are fabulous. The information is fresh and fun. I hope the

poc never comes because I would miss Coby and Cam.

Do you want to receive knowledge and have fun too? Do want to have your brain swell with the truth

and win at life? You can if you read this book. I was a little no nonsense self absorbed man child

with no goals. Now, I am a jacked, sharp minded, freak beast of a man ready for anything. Thank

you Casual Preppers for helping me reach the next level,

Weird and informative... The "Bill Nye" guys of the preppers community!

Excellent book for beginning Preppers. There are a lot of over-the-top and hardcore books on

prepping, survival, and living in a post-apocalyptic world, it can be overwhelming to sift through to

find essentials to us who live normal lives. This book covers most the essential stuff such as types

of disasters to expect, to what items would be useful in your bug out bag. It is written in an

entertaining fashion, so I felt it was very easy to read and covered most the topics I've been curious

about when it comes to preparing for a disaster. Probably not for the bunker building, small army



creating type, but then again maybe even they will enjoy it too.

Been listening to these guys podcasts for a while now and been thinking I should follow them down

the rabbit hole that is their novel, which I'm sure will win them the Pulitzer Prize one day! Then out of

the blue I get a text from my fellow end-of-the-world enthusiast, who says the book is free! I

immediately put down my freeze dried breakfast, crawled out of my nuclear bunker and got on the

'ole wifi so I could download it as we speak! If it's like their podcast, I'm sure it'll be great!

You enjoy prepping? Talking to your friends about when shtf? Bugging out? Well ladies in gents and

all you people that don't want your gender to be assumed, because you're probably a snowflake,

anyways, this book is a preppers wet dream come true. A couple of bro's writing to you a book for

your eyes sweet sweet pleasure. If you can't grow a beard, well read this book and you'll maybe

grow a neard. A prepper myself, this book made me laugh, smirk, and say to myself. "Da'gum, what

a mighty fine read you got there."
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